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The Best Abilities Test
Continues to Get Even Better!
CogAT® Now Offers the
Newest National Norms
and a Choice of Forms

More educators choose CogAT than any other
group-administered abilities assessment.
The Cognitive Abilities Test™ (CogAT) Forms 7 and 8 measure students’ verbal, quantitative, and
nonverbal reasoning abilities and assists educators in determining instructional strategies.
Authored by Dr. David F. Lohman of the University of Iowa, a nationally recognized expert on abilities
assessment, CogAT:
• Includes three separate cognitive domains to form a more comprehensive perspective of a student’s
reasoning abilities
• Offers superior technical quality
• Links teachers to instructional strategies through unique Ability Profiles™
• Delivers predictive data with the Iowa Assessments™ and highlights significant discrepancies between
expected and actual achievement

Features and Benefits:
Choice of Equivalent Forms: Both Form 7 and Form 8 are available for your testing program.
Normative Update: 2017 norms offer the freshest national comparison available.
EL Friendly: Forms 7 and 8 further level the playing field for English learners by introducing improvements
such as picture prompts instead of verbal prompts.
Measures Broad Range of Student Performance: The addition of more challenging items at each level
helps reduce the need for out-of-level testing.
Screening Form: The Screening Form provides districts with the ability to offer a quick and reliable data
point when determining eligibility for accelerated programs.
Professional Development and Support: Teachers and administrators may view interactive web content
and videos, review pre-testing instructions, and learn instructional strategies based on student performance
to help answer the “what’s next” questions.
Flexibility in Administration: Provides educators with flexible methods of administration
and scoring—online administration with audio available in English and Spanish, optional
screener to complete, and Alternative-Verbal scale for English learners.
Reporting Options: Age and grade normative
scores, local norms, separate and composite
scores for ability batteries, predicted achievement
scores, and the Ability Profile Score provide
multiple data points for use in identification
and instruction.
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Email: assessmentsupport@acsi.org,
Go to www.purposefuldesign.com, or
call 1-800-367-0798

Email assessmentsupport@acsi.org,
visit us at www.purposefuldesign.com,
or call the ACSI Care Team at
1.800.367.0798 to learn more!

CogAT Forms 7 and 8 Testing Times
Level 5/6

Session 1:
Verbal Battery
Session 2:
Quantitative Battery
Session 1:
Nonverbal Battery
Level 7
Session 1:
Verbal Battery
Session 2:
Quantitative Battery
Session 1:
Nonverbal Battery
Level 8
Session 1:
Verbal Battery
Session 2:
Quantitative Battery
Session 1:
Nonverbal Battery
Level 9–17/18
Session 1:
Verbal Battery
Session 2:
Quantitative Battery
Session 1:
Nonverbal Battery

Test 1: Picture Analogies
Test 2: Sentence Completion
Test 3: Picture Classification
Test 4: Number Analogies
Test 5: Number Puzzles
Test 6: Number Series
Test 7: Figure Matrices
Test 8: Paper Folding
Test 9: Figure Classification

Approximate Testing Time (minutes)
15
43
14
14
13
11
38
14
11
10
31
10

Test 1: Picture Analogies
Test 2: Sentence Completion
Test 3: Picture Classification
Test 4: Number Analogies
Test 5: Number Puzzles
Test 6: Number Series
Test 7: Figure Matrices
Test 8: Paper Folding
Test 9: Figure Classification

Approximate Testing Time (minutes)
13
13
38
13
13
11
37
13
11
10
32
11

Test 1: Picture Analogies
Test 2: Sentence Completion
Test 3: Picture Classification
Test 4: Number Analogies
Test 5: Number Puzzles
Test 6: Number Series
Test 7: Figure Matrices
Test 8: Paper Folding
Test 9: Figure Classification

Approximate Testing Time (minutes)
13
14
40
13
15
15
45
15
13
11
37
13

Test 1: Picture Analogies
Test 2: Sentence Completion
Test 3: Picture Classification
Test 4: Number Analogies
Test 5: Number Puzzles
Test 6: Number Series
Test 7: Figure Matrices
Test 8: Paper Folding
Test 9: Figure Classification

Approximate Testing Time (minutes)
10
10
30
10
10
10
30
10
10
10
30
10
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CogAT Testing Descriptions
Grades K–3 (levels 5/6–8)
Battery/Test

Descriptions

Verbal Battery
Test 1: Picture Analogies

Each question shows a 2 x 2 matrix with three pictures and one empty cell. Students examine the two
pictures in the top row to determine how they are related. Then they apply this relationship to the picture in the bottom row and choose the answer that generates a second pair of pictures related to each
other in the same way as the first pair.

Test 2: Sentence Completion

Students listen to a sentence or a question read aloud in English or Spanish and then select the
picture that best completes the sentence or answers the question.

Test 3: Picture Classification

In each question, students examine three pictures and think of ways in which the pictures are alike.
Then the students select the answer picture that belongs in the same group.

Quantitative Battery
Test 4: Number Analogies

Each question shows a 2 x 2 matrix and requires the same processes as the Picture Analogies test,
but it uses quantitative concepts rather than verbal concepts.

Test 5: Number Puzzles

Each question presents two trains. Students select the answer picture that makes the second train
carry the same number of objects as the first train.

Test 6: Number Series

Each question shows several strings of beads. The beads make a pattern. Students must discover the
pattern and then select the string of beads that comes next in the sequence.

Nonverbal Battery
Test 7: Figure Matrices

Each question shows a 2 x 2 matrix and requires the same processes as the Number Analogies and
Picture Analogies tests, but uses spatial forms.

Test 8: Paper Folding

Students must imagine what happens to a piece of paper that is folded, usually cut in some way, and
then unfolded.

Test 9: Figure Classification

As on the Picture Classification test, students must infer how three figures are similar and then select
the picture that is most like the target set.

Grades 3–12 (levels 9–17/18)
Battery/Test

Descriptions

Verbal Battery
Test 1: Picture Analogies

Students examine a pair of words and think of ways in which they are related. Then they apply this
relationship to a third word to generate a new pair of words related to each other in the same way as
the first pair.

Test 2: Sentence Completion

Students read an incomplete sentence and then select the answer choice that best completes the
sentence.

Test 3: Picture Classification

Students examine three words and think of ways in which they are alike. Then they select the answer
choice that belongs in the same group.

Quantitative Battery
Test 4: Number Analogies

Students examine two pairs of numbers and determine the rule both pairs follow. Then they apply the
rule to a given number and choose the answer that generates a third pair of numbers that follows the
same rule. The test questions require the same processes as the Verbal Analogies test, but use quantitative concepts rather than verbal concepts.

Test 5: Number Puzzles

Each question presents an equation in which elements are missing. The students must substitute
numbers for the missing elements and solve the equation.

Test 6: Number Series

Each question contains a series of numbers that follows a pattern. Students identify the rule the numbers follow. Then they apply the rule to find the next number in the series.

Nonverbal Battery
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Test 7: Figure Matrices

Each question contains a series of numbers that follows a pattern. Students identify the rule the numbers follow. Then they apply the rule to find the next number in the series.

Test 8: Paper Folding

Each question shows a piece of paper being folded and holes being punched in the folded paper.
Students must choose the answer that shows how the paper looks when it is unfolded.

Test 9: Figure Classification

For each question, students must determine how three figures are similar and then select the answer
choice that is most like the first three figures.

Quickly Screen Students for
Gifted and Talented Programs
Reduce Testing Time with CogAT Form 7 Screening Form
You have another option to quickly screen students for gifted and talented programs. The CogAT Form 7
Screening Form provides a fast, reliable, and valid data point for determining eligibility for gifted and
talented programs. Built to the same high standards of quality as the full form CogAT, the Screening
Form consists of the analogies portion of each Battery from the full form including: Verbal/Picture
Analogies, Number Analogies, and Figure Matrices.

Testing time is approximately 30 minutes, leaving more time for instruction.
• Levels 5/6–8 are entirely picture-based and do not require English language comprehension
• English and Spanish directions for administration and online audio are available
• Option to exclude Verbal subtest for English learners at Levels 9 through 17/18
• Online testing screener-to-complete administration allows administration of the remaining six subtests
for the complete CogAT
Age and grade-scaled normative scores are available for the Screening Form Composite, providing local
and national comparisons. The Screening Form provides a reliable anchor for other measures to inform
decisions on student placement in accelerated coursework.
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Online Administration
A fast, accurate, and user-friendly
administration option—compatible for
use on iPad® and Chromebook™ devices!
Get Results Quickly
• Online administration provides test results quickly and
reduces the amount of time teachers spend on testing
tasks, allowing them to focus on what they do best—teach.
Web-based reporting can inform instruction faster than
ever before.
• CogAT online administration has no hidden costs such as
ongoing training, expensive servers or additional hardware,
significant internal support, or new staffing for ongoing
support and maintenance.

Customize, administer, and collect testing data safely and efficiently
• The student-friendly platform reflects Universal Design principles—for example, having one item per
page and age-appropriate font size—making the interface suitable for most children. Online help
features and proctor-managed pacing assists students in understanding expectations and directions.
• Flexible administration options enable individual, small-group, or large-group online administrations.
Districts can create a testing schedule that best suits their testing needs.
• Built-in safeguards—including secure browsers, session expiration, restricted access, secure logins, and
confirmation of student identity—protect the integrity of testing process and ensure validity of results.
• Online audio administration in English or Spanish is available at all levels.
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Streamline Your
Test Management

DataManager is your online resource for streamlining the management of your assessment program
using Cognitive Abilities Test (CogAT).
Use DataManager to:
• Prepare for test events
• Administer assessments
• View and print reports
• Interpret results
• Download testing data in a variety of formats

DATA
MANAGER

• Access digital resources, including in-depth and comprehensive ancillaries

Go to PurposefulDesign.com to view sample reports!
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Check out the newest issue
of Cognitively Speaking!
We’re pleased to share insights on
cognitive abilities testing through our
newsletter, Cognitively Speaking. Go to
PurposefulDesign.com to view the library
of resources including new CogAT ondemand webinars.

Email assessmentsupport@acsi.org,
visit us at www.purposefuldesign.com,
or call the ACSI Care Team at
1.800.367.0798 to learn more!
iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Chromebook is
a trademark of Google Inc. Riverside Insights™, Cognitive Abilities Test™, CogAT®, and Iowa
AssessmentsTM are trademarks or registered trademarks of Riverside Assessments, LLC.
© Riverside Assessments, LLC. All rights reserved. 6/19/19
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